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Vision Performance Management, powered by Executive Support Manager (ESM), has been specifically designed for the healthcare 
provider industry and enables healthcare professionals to monitor, analyze, and report on the various aspects of their business 
performance.  Vision Performance Management is a comprehensive solution that includes powerful, yet cost effective, software combined 
with MediSolution’s healthcare industry knowledge and proven integration expertise that ensures you leverage the investments you have 
already made.

Vision Performance Management is used for reporting to regional and provincial agencies throughout Canada. It provides healthcare 
professionals with the information they need to take a proactive approach to measuring and improving their performance on a timely 
basis, in a useful and clear manner.

Speci�cally Designed for Healthcare
Vision Performance Management collects and assembles data that can be used to monitor the performance of a single department, a 
division or the entire facility. Healthcare executives and departmental managers can use the solution to discover best financial and 
patient care practices, and align those practices with strategies to measure performance against strategic goals.

This is accomplished through graphical views of information that provide instant visibility to trends and key performance indicators 
(KPIs) while maintaining links to underlying data for exploration and analysis. Powerful dashboard visuals communicate complex 
business and operational performance issues quickly and intuitively. You can view and combine data in ways that let you 
immediately see areas that need attention, developing trends, and other indicators.

Turns data into vital knowledge

• Transform the wealth of your stored healthcare data into knowledge that can be used to improve your organizational performance
• Break down the vast silos of disparate departmental data systems and make the information usable across the healthcare enterprise
• Use data from your current systems and is adaptable to future system acquisitions
• Enhance access to and usability of information stored in your present systems

Identify emerging trends and take action quickly

• Discover trends in real time across various departments and take action to establish best practice
• Re-allocate resources and budget quickly to address identified problem areas
• Understand immediately relationships between multiple metrics
• Address new legislative healthcare reporting initiatives on a timely basis

E�ectively manage your organization

•  Continuously monitors overall performance of your healthcare facility, providing timely data on which to base decisions
•  Establishes key performance indicators (KPIs) for your facility to track success on financial performance, patient care, HR/Payroll, 

patient satisfaction, incident reporting and more
•  Facilitates reporting to external agencies

Save Costs & Empower Sta�

•  Eliminate all manual interventions required to extract information and produce executive reports
•  Provide your healthcare professional staff with the right information at the right time in the right place to help them make better 

decisions faster and adopt best practices more quickly
•  Empower every level of management to effectively manage their budgets and staffs using real time data
•  Supply healthcare managers with the tools that empower them to manage and assume responsibility
•  Leverage Vision Business Intelligence’s significant on-going product investment without the cost of building it yourself.

Features

Dashboards and Scorecards

•  Dashboards and scorecards are assembled based on KPIs allowing for timely measurement of key metrics in an uncluttered and 
effective environment. Each department can choose the desired data to be monitored and from that time on, the selected data is 
automatically sent or “pushed” to the manager. No looking or searching for data is required.

•  A rapidly growing list of over 100 pre-defined KPIs for you to choose from

Analytics

•  OLAP Cubes allow you to analyze your business performance and understand why specific events are occurring. You can drilldown into 
complex data, �lter, sort to analyze trends, outliers, and rank speci�c variable that represent your business performance.

Integration

•  Proven expertise to integrate with all healthcare applications
•  Experienced in turnkey interface development
•  Over 1,200 interfaces in more than 250 sites deployed to date

Security Features

•  Utilizes overall Microsoft system security technology
•  Internal security features determine who sees what information and at what level
•  Access to data is controlled by password. Healthcare professionals only have access to the information they are authorized to see

Intuitive interfaces with well-presented graphs and charts

•  Screens are web-based, highly visual, customizable, intuitive, and easy to read
•  Information displayed is specific to the healthcare professional viewing it
•  No special departmental training required

Modular Solution

•  Start small, start big, Vision Business Intelligence 2.0 is modular and allows you to easily meet your business
objectives today and tomorrow. 

Scalability

•  Scalable to handle the needs of the largest or smallest healthcare facilities.

Central Administration

•  Although IT may act as the central administrator, other key stakeholder groups such as decision support, quality control,
�nance, or a combination of these can also act as administrator.

Training and Support Services

•  Training can include helping healthcare professionals develop programs themselves, once resources are available.
•  MediSolution is available for rush items, high volume times, resource issues, etc.

Consulting

•  Our consulting approach allows us to deliver a solution that is specific to the healthcare customer’s needs and environment.
•  Extensive healthcare expertise helps shorten your ROI
•  Data management related to BI and integration of strategic planning and services
•  Project management



Performance Management for Healthcare

Business Intelligence (BI) solutions have been used in general industry for many years to help improve strategic and tactical 
performances. Vision Business Intelligence 2.0 has been speci�cally designed for the healthcare provider industry and enables healthcare 
professionals to monitor, analyze, and report on the various aspects of their business performance. Vision Business Intelligence is a 
comprehensive solution that includes powerful, yet cost e�ective BI software combined with MediSolution’s healthcare industry 
knowledge and proven integration expertise that ensures you leverage the investments you have already made in your legacy systems. 

The system can also be used for reporting to external state and federal agencies such as JCAHO. And �nally, the most important feature of 
Vision Business Intelligence 2.0 is that it provides healthcare professionals with the information they need to take a proactive approach to 
measuring and improving their performances on a timely basis.

Speci�cally Designed for Healthcare

Vision Business Intelligence 2.0 collects and assembles data that can be used to monitor the performance of a single department, a 
division or the entire facility. Healthcare executives and departmental managers can use the solution to discover best �nancial and patient 
care practicesand align those practices with strategies to measure performance against strategic goals.

This is accomplished through graphical views of information that provide instant visibility to trends, critical issues via alerts, and other 
important issues. Powerful dashboard visuals communicate complex business and operational performance issues quickly and intuitively. 
You can view and combine data in ways that let you immediately see areas that need attention, developing trends, and other indicators.

Turns data into vital knowledge

•  Transforms the wealth of your stored healthcare data into knowledge that can be used to improve your performance
•  Breaks down the vast silos of disparate departmental data systems and makes the information usable across the healthcare enterprise
•  Uses data from your current systems and is adaptable to future system acquisitions
•  Enhances access to and usability of information stored in your present systems

Identify emerging trends and take action quickly

•  Discover trends in real time across various departments and take action to establish best practices
•  Re-allocate resources and budget quickly to address identified problem areas
•  Understand immediately relationships between multiple metrics
•  Address new legislative healthcare reporting initiatives on a timely basis

E�ectively manage your organization

• Continuously monitor overall performance of your healthcare facility, providing timely data on which to base decisions
• Establish key performance indicators (KPIs) for your facility to track success on financial performance, patient care, HR/Payroll,

patient satisfaction, incident reporting and more
• Facilitate reporting to external stakeholders and agencies

Save Costs and Empower Employees

• Eliminate all manual interventions required to extract information and produce executive reports
• Provide your healthcare professional staff with the right information at the right time in the right place to help them make better

decisions faster and adopt best practices more quickly
• Empower every level of management to effectively manage their budgets and employees using real time data
• Supply healthcare managers with the tools that empower them to manage and assume responsibility

Features

Dashboards

• Cubes integrate various source data which is integrated with user managed reporting trees.

• Rapidly growing list of over 100 predefined KPIs from which to choose

Scorecards

• Scorecards consolidate cubes and other source data into higher level formats.

Integration

• Proven expertise to integrate with all healthcare applications
• Experience in turnkey interface development
• Interfaces deployed in more than 200 sites

Intuitive interfaces with well-presented graphs and charts

•  Screens are web-based, highly visual, customizable, intuitive, and easy to read
•  Information displayed is specific to the healthcare professional viewing it
•  No special departmental training required

Modular Solution

•  Start small, start big, Vision Business Intelligence 2.0 is modular and allows you to easily meet your business
objectives today and tomorrow. 

Scalability

•  Scalable to handle the needs of the largest or smallest healthcare facilities.

Central Administration

•  Although IT may act as the central administrator, other key stakeholder groups such as decision support, quality control,
�nance, or a combination of these can also act as administrator.

Training and Support Services

•  Training can include helping healthcare professionals develop programs themselves, once resources are available.
•  MediSolution is available for rush items, high volume times, resource issues, etc.

Consulting

•  Our consulting approach allows us to deliver a solution that is specific to the healthcare customer’s needs and environment.
•  Extensive healthcare expertise helps shorten your ROI
•  Data management related to BI and integration of strategic planning and services
•  Project management

• Sandbox viewer provides the ability to work with the same data in an open format offering dynamic grouping and filtering.

About MediSolution

Founded in 1974, MediSolution, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Harris Computer Systems, is a leading information technology company, providing ERP software, solutions and services 
to healthcare and service sector customers across North America. 

Almost 300 healthcare, public and service sector organizations rely on MediSolution's systems to maximize their operational efficiencies, lower their costs and improve the delivery 
of services. 
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• Flexible cube templates, designed in conjunction with the user community.

Primary scorecards provide full links back to their source data cubes, which in turn provide drill down capability to detailed
sources.

• Scorecards offer cell level conditional formatting to highlight specific conditions of interest, comparing actual to budget, target
or other indicator levels
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